Statistical brightness gain of a channeltron image intensifier.
A mathematical calculation of the statistical brightness gain of a postulated image intensifier is achieved. Two general cases for the signal-to-noise ratio are formulated: (1) owing to an inevitable nonadditive quantum noise, and (2) owing to the sum of a quantum noise and a postulated additive Poisson noise. The former is found to be somewhat higher than the latter. However, if either the brightness gain of the imaging system or the input photon rate increases, the signal-to-noise ratio of the latter case will asymptotically approach that of the former case. The minimum required scintillation for the two general cases is also determined and is found to be directly proportional to the brightness gain of the imaging system. The illumination of the image screen for the two cases is also calculated. Finally, it is concluded that the brightness gain does not improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the imaging system, which is due to the inevitable quantum noise. However, if the gain of the image illumination could affect the integration time and the perceptive area of the human eye, a substantial change of the signal-to-noise ratio and the required minimum scintillation would be expected.